We construct quasiconformal mappings in Euclidean spaces by integration of a discontinuous kernel against doubling measures with suitable decay. The differentials of mappings that arise in this way satisfy an isotropic form of the doubling condition. We prove that this isotropic doubling condition is satisfied by the distance functions of certain fractal sets. Finally, we construct an isotropic doubling measure that is not absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
doubling if and only if f µ is quasisymmetric. We extend this relation between doubling measures and quasisymmetric mappings to higher dimensions. Observe that
For a nonatomic Radon measure µ on R n , n ≥ 1, we define f µ : R n → R n by
where |·| is now interpreted as the Euclidean norm. When n ≥ 2 the integrand in (1.1) is not compactly supported with respect to z. The integral (1.1) converges provided that µ satisfies the decay condition
For 0 < γ < n, let
be the Riesz potential of µ of order γ . Condition (1.2) is equivalent to I n−1 µ being finite almost everywhere. Here and in the sequel the words "almost everywhere" or "a.e." refer to the Lebesgue measure. A positive Radon measure µ on R n is called doubling if there is a constant C ≥ 1 such that µ(2B) ≤ Cµ(B) for every ball B ⊂ R n . Here 2B stands for the ball that has the same center as B and twice its radius. Theorem 1.1 Let µ be a doubling measure on R n that satisfies the decay condition (1.2) .
The mapping f µ defined by (1.1) is η-quasisymmetric with η depending only on the doubling constant of µ. Furthermore, f µ is δ-monotone and for a.e. x ∈ R n 1 12C 3 I n−1 µ(x) ≤ Df µ (x) ≤ πI n−1 µ(x), (1.3) where C is the doubling constant of µ.
Theorem 1.1 expands the class of weights that are known to be comparable to Jacobians of quasiconformal mappings. The quasiconformal Jacobian problem posed by David and Semmes in [9] asks for a characterization of all such weights (see also [4, 6, 7, 16, 18] ). The authors of [6] point out that such a characterization would give a good idea of which metric spaces are bi-Lipschitz equivalent to R n . A mapping f : R n → R n is called monotone if F(x) − F(y), x − y ≥ 0 for all x, y ∈ R n , where ·, · is the inner product [2, 27] . In other words, F is monotone if the angle formed by the vectors F(x) − F(y) and x − y is at most π/2. A stronger version of this condition, introduced by Sobolevskii in [19] , requires the angle to be bounded by a constant less than π/2. Definition 1.2 Let δ ∈ (0, 1]. A mapping F from a convex domain ⊂ R n into R n is called δ-monotone if for all x, y ∈ F(x) − F(y), x − y ≥ δ|F(x) − F(y)||x − y|.
(1.4)
Let be a domain in R n . An injective mapping f : → R n is called η-quasisymmetric if there is a homeomorphism η : [0, ∞) → [0, ∞) such that
In the case n ≥ 2, f is called K-quasiconformal if f ∈ W 1,n loc ( ; R n ) and the operator norm of the derivative Df satisfies Df (x) n ≤ K det Df (x), a.e. in for some K ≥ 1.
Every sense-preserving quasisymmetric mapping f : R n → R n , n ≥ 2, is quasiconformal and vice versa ( [12, Chap. 10] , [24, p. 98] ). The following result relates δ-monotone and quasisymmetric mappings. Theorem 1.3 [14, Theorem 6] Suppose that n ≥ 2 and f : → R n is a nonconstant δ-monotone mapping. If B is a closed ball such that 2B ⊂ , then f is η-quasisymmetric on B with η depending only on δ.
Quasiconformality is known to be related to the doubling condition in several ways [5, 17, 20] . For example, if f : R n → R n is quasiconformal, then Df n is a doubling weight, and moreover an A ∞ weight [10] . Consequently, Df is doubling as well. Since δ-monotonicity is a stronger property than quasiconformality, one can expect that the differential of a δ-monotone mappings exhibits a stronger doubling behavior. Our Theorem 1.5 confirms this. Before stating it, we observe that a Radon measure µ is doubling if and only if there exists a constant A such that
for any congruent cubes Q 1 and Q 2 with nonempty intersection. Recall that two subsets of R n are called congruent if there is an isometry of R n that maps one of them onto the other.
whenever R 1 and R 2 are congruent rectangular boxes with nonempty intersection.
Then the weight Df is isotropic doubling.
The requirement (1.6) for all boxes regardless of their orientation and aspect ratio imposes a very strong condition on the measure when n ≥ 2. In particular, in any cube the projection of an isotropic doubling measure to any (n − 1)-dimensional face of the cube is comparable to the (n − 1)-dimensional Lebesgue measure L n−1 (Lemma 3.1). Theorem 1.6 For every n ≥ 2 there exists an isotropic doubling measure µ on R n that is purely singular with respect to L n . Theorem 1.7 For every n ≥ 2 there exists an isotropic doubling measure µ on R n and a bi-Lipschitz mapping f : R n → R n such that the pushforward measure f # µ is not isotropic doubling. Theorems 1.1, 1.5, 1.6, and 1.7 are proved in sections 2, 3, 5 and 6, respectively. We also prove that the distance functions of certain fractal subsets of R n give rise to isotropic doubling weights (Proposition 3.6). By virtue of this result, the sets constructed by Semmes [18] and Laakso [16] provide examples of isotropic doubling weights that are not comparable to Df for any δ-monotone, or even quasiconformal, mapping f : R n → R n .
Doubling measures and monotone mappings
The balls, cubes, and rectangular boxes considered in this paper are assumed closed. A nonnegative locally integrable function on R n is called a weight. A weight is doubling if the measure w(x)dL n (x) is doubling, where L n is the n-dimensional Lebesgue measure. Throughout the paper we only consider positive nonzero measures.
In this section we study the mapping f µ defined by (1.1). In particular, we prove Theorem 1.1 and its more general version, Theorem 2.1. Given three distinct points x, y, z ∈ R n , let l(x, y, z) = |x − y| + |x − z| + |y − z| denote the perimeter of the triangle xyz. Also let zxy be the angle between the vectors y − x and z − x, and define τ (x, y, z) := π − max{ zxy, zyx}. Theorem 2.1 Let ⊂ R n be a convex domain, n ≥ 2. Let µ be a nonatomic Radon measure on R n that satisfies (1.2) . Suppose that there exists κ > 0 such that
for all x ∈ . Then f µ is δ-monotone in with δ = κ/(2π 2 ).
The proof is preceded by an elementary lemma. The definition of g z implies
which together with (2.6) yield
By the triangle inequality
Therefore (2.2) will follow from (2.7) once we prove that
Let α = max{ zxy, zyx}. We have
which proves the first inequality in (2.9). The second inequality is trivial when α ≤ π/2, because then τ (x, y, z) = π − α > 1. If α > π/2, then
This proves (2.9) and (2.2). The proof of (2.3) involves the identity cos α + cos β = 2 cos α+β 2 cos α−β 2 as follows:
Applying (2.7) we obtain
This together with (2.8) and (2.9) imply (2.3).
Proof of Theorem 2.1
Since
Lemma 2.2 implies the following inequalities.
Choose a number κ so that 0 < κ < κ. Combining (2.11), (2.12), and (2.1), we conclude that for every x ∈ there exists ε(x) > 0 such that 
Proof of Theorem 1.1 Let C be such that µ(2B) ≤ Cµ(B) for any ball B ⊂ R n . Given two distinct points x, y ∈ R n and r > 0, choose a point w ∈ R n so that x − w is orthogonal to x − y and |x − w| = r/2. It is easy to see that τ (x, y, z) ≥ π/3 for all z ∈ B(w, r/4).
Using this together with the inequality
Therefore, µ satisfies a stronger condition than (2.1), namely
for any distinct points x, y ∈ R n . Here c = π 2 /(6C 3 ). By Theorem 2.1 the mapping f µ is δ-monotone, and therefore η-quasisymmetric. Here η depends only on δ, which in turn depends only on C.
Inequalities (2.12) and (2.16) yield
.
For any ε > 0 the limit Since the assumption (2.1) in Theorem 2.1 is hard to verify directly, we state a simpler condition that implies it. Given a line L in R n and a point x ∈ L, let S α (x, L) be the double-sided cone of opening angle α ∈ (0, π/2) with vertex x and axis L. Formally, z ∈ S α (x, L) if and only if the acute angle between the vector z − x and the line L is at most α. We also introduce a notation for spherical shells
Proposition 2.4
Let µ be a nonatomic Radon measure on R n . Suppose that there exist constants α ∈ (0, π/2), C > 0, and M ≥ 1 such that for any line L ⊂ R n , any x ∈ L and any r > 0 we have
Then the measure µ satisfies (2.16) and consequently (2.1).
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that M = 2 m for some integer m. Given y ∈ R n \ {x}, let L be the line through x and y.
where C 1 depends only on C and M. Indeed, 
Furthermore, µ(B(z, r/2)) = ν(B(z, r/2)) because B(z, r/2) ⊂ B(y , 2r). Using the doubling property of ν we obtain
where C depends on the doubling constant of ν. 
where µ is a signed Radon measure of sufficiently small total variation. Neither of the classes of weights in Theorem 1.1 and equation (2.21) is contained in the other one.
It is possible that the relation between Riesz potentials and Jacobians of quasiconformal mappings can be extended beyond the results presented here. Question 2.9 Let n ≥ 2, 0 < γ < n, and let µ be a Radon measure on R n such that I γ µ ≡ ∞. Does there exist a quasiconformal mapping f : 
Corollary 2.10
If µ is a doubling measure on R n , n ≥ 2, then the Riesz potential I n−1 µ is either infinite at every point or is in L p loc (R n ) for some p > n. Corollary 2.10 is probably known, although we could not find a reference.
Isotropic doubling measures
In this section we prove Theorem 1.5 and give several examples of isotropic doubling measures. It is clear that any weight w ∈ L ∞ (R n ) such that ess inf x∈R n w(x) > 0 is isotropic doubling. Lemma 3.1 Suppose that a measure µ satisfies (1.6), and n ≥ 2. Then:
(ii) Let Q ⊂ R n be a cube, and let F be a face of R. The pushforward π # µ |Q of µ |Q under the orthogonal projection π : Q → F is comparable to L n−1 |F with constants that depend only on n and A.
Proof (i) There exist congruent boxes S 0 , . . . , S m such that S 0 = R 1 , S m = R 2 , and S i ∩ S i−1 = ∅ for i = 1, . . . , m. Repeated application of (1.6) yields (3.1).
(ii) Let l be the length of the edges of Q. Let Q 1 and Q 2 be congruent (n − 1)dimensional cubes contained in F. The boxes R i = π −1 (Q i ) have diameter at least l and the distance between them is at most diam F ≤ √ n − 1l. By (3.1) we have
The statement follows by letting diam (Q i ) → 0.
Lemma 3.1 implies that any isotropic doubling measure on R n vanishes on sets of (n − 1)-dimensional measure zero. The following lemma is the main step in our proof of Theorem 1.5. Lemma 3.2 Let f : R n → R n be a nonconstant δ-monotone mapping, n ≥ 2. There exists C > 1 such that for any rectangular box R ⊂ R n
Here C depends only on δ and n.
Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that
where a 1 ≥ a 2 ≥ · · · ≥ a n .
We use e 1 , . . . , e n to denote the standard basis vectors in R n . Let π(x 1 , x 2 , . . . , x n ) = (0, x 2 , . . . , x n ) be the orthogonal projection onto the linear span of e 2 , . . . , e n . Fix z ∈ π(R) for now. Since f is quasisymmetric, it follows that
where c depends only on δ and n. On the other hand, Definition 1.2 implies that the image of the line segment π −1 (z) ∩ R under f is a rectifiable curve of length at most
Dividing the latter inequality by L n (R), we arrive at (3.2).
Proof of Theorem 1.5 By virtue of Lemma 3.2 it suffices to prove that the ratio diam f (R 1 )/diam f (R 2 ) is uniformly bounded for any congruent boxes R 1 and
where η is the modulus of quasisymmetry of f . Therefore,
as required.
Theorem 1.5 provides a large family of isotropic doubling weights. Indeed, for any set E ⊂ R n of Hausdorff dimension dim E < 1 one can find a δ-monotone mapping f : R n → R n such that Df has essential limit 0 at every point of E (see Theorem 5.6 [15] and Theorem 23 [14] ).
Let Q and R denote the sets of arbitrarily oriented cubes (resp. rectangular boxes) of diameter at most 1. To a Radon measure µ on R n we associate two maximal functions
Proof Fix x ∈ R n . Given a box R ∈ R containing x, find a cube Q such that R ⊂ Q, the edges of R and Q are parallel, and the edges of Q have the same length as a longest edge of R. Although in general Q / ∈ Q, the diameter of Q cannot exceed √ n. Proof Let µ p be the measure |x| p dL n (x), and let
If −n < p ≤ −1, then µ p (R 1 )/ε n−1 → ∞ as ε → 0. Indeed, |x| ≤ √ nx 1 whenever x 1 ≥ |x i | for all i > 1. The latter holds in particular when x ∈ R 1 and x 1 ≥ ε. Therefore,
Since µ p (R 2 ) ≤ 2 n ε n−1 , by Lemma 3.1 (ii) the measure µ p is not isotropic doubling in the range −n < p ≤ −1. The sufficiency part follows from Theorem 1.5. Indeed, for p > −1 the mapping f p (x) = |x| p x is δ-monotone by Proposition 22 in [14] . By Theorem 1.5 Df is an isotropic doubling weight. Since Df p is a p-homogeneous radially symmetric function, it coincides with a constant multiple of |x| p .
Given two points a, b ∈ R n , let Proof Without loss of generality we may assume that |a − b| = 1. Suppose that there are points a , b ∈ A such that |a − a| ≤ τ and |b − b| ≤ τ ; otherwise we can set c = a or c = b. Since |a − b | ≥ (1 − 2τ ), there exists c ∈ [a , b ] such that B(c , τ (1 − 2τ ) ) is disjoint from A. Each point of the segment [a , b ] is at distance at most τ from a point of [a, b] . Therefore, there exists c ∈ [a, b] such that |c − c | ≤ τ . The closed ball with center c and radius
is disjoint from A, as required.
The proof is preceded by a lemma.
Lemma 3.7 A continuous weight w ∈ C(R n ) is isotropic doubling if and only if there exists a constant C such that
for all points x 0 ∈ R n and all vectors v, v ∈ R n such that |v| = |v | > 0. Moreover, the constant A in (1.6) depends only on C in (3.4) .
Proof If w is continuous and isotropic doubling, then (3.4) follows by applying (1.6) to two thin rectangular boxes containing the segments {x 0 + tv : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1} and {x 0 + tv : 0 ≤ t ≤ 1}. Conversely, suppose that (3.4) holds. Let R 1 and R 2 be congruent boxes with nonempty intersection. Let d be the length of a longest edge of R i . If L i ⊂ R i is a segment of length d connecting two opposite faces of R i , then R i is contained in the closed √ n − 1d-neighborhood of L i for each i ∈ 1, 2. This implies dist (L 1 , L 2 ) ≤ 2 √ n − 1d. For an integer N ≥ 2 √ n − 1 + 2 we can find a sequence of segments l 1 , . . . , l N of equal length such that l 1 = L 1 , l N = L 2 , and l i shares an endpoint with l i+1 for i = 1, . . . , N − 1. A repeated application of (3.4) yields
Since the box R i is foliated by segments such as L i , inequality (1.6) holds with A = C N−1 .
Proof of Proposition 3.6 If dist
Using Lemma 3.5 we obtain the reverse inequality ⎛
where c > 0 depends only on τ in the definition of a ULNC set. By Lemma 3.7 the weight w is isotropic doubling. 
The Monge-Ampère measures
The main purpose of this section is to point out a consequence of Theorem 1.5 for convex functions on R n . Let u : R n → R be a convex function, n ≥ 1. The subdifferential of u at a point z ∈ R n is the set
The convexity of u implies ∂u(z) = ∅ for all x ∈ R n . The function u is differentiable at z ∈ R n if and only if ∂u(z) is the one-point set {∇u(z)}. Given z ∈ R n and p ∈ ∂u(z), let
The section [11, p. 45 ] of u with the center z ∈ R n , direction p ∈ ∂u(z), and height t > 0 is defined as
If u is Gâteaux differentiable at z, then we write u z instead of u z,∇u(z) . The Monge-Ampère measure associated with u is defined by µ u (E) = L n (∂u(E)) for every Borel set E ⊂ R n . Note that adding an affine function to u does not change µ u . If u ∈ C 2 , then µ u is absolutely continuous with the density det D 2 u(x), where D 2 u is the Hessian matrix of u.
Definition 4.1 [15] A convex function u : R n → R has round sections if there exists a constant τ ∈ (0, 1) such that for every z ∈ R n , p ∈ ∂u(z) and t > 0
for some R ∈ (0, ∞).
Proposition 4.2
If a convex function u : R n → R has round sections, then ||D 2 u|| is an isotropic doubling weight.
Proof First, consider the case n = 1. By Theorem 3.1 [15] and Remark 3.3 [15] u is continuously differentiable and ∇u : R → R is quasisymmetric. If I and J are adjacent intervals of equal length, then µ u (I) ≤ η(1)µ u (J), where η is as in 1.5. Thus µ u is doubling, which in one dimension is the same as being isotropic doubling. Next, assume n ≥ 2. By Theorem 3.1 [15] u is continuously differentiable, and the gradient mapping ∇u : R n → R n is quasiconformal. Since the change of variables formula applies to quasiconformal mappings [26, Theorem 33.3], we have
Quasiconformality also implies that det D 2 u is comparable to D 2 u n up to a multiplicative constant. By Theorem 20 [14] the gradient ∇u is a δ-monotone mapping, hence D 2 u is isotropic doubling by Theorem 1.5. Indeed, for all x, z ∈ R n
where the subgradient is taken with respect to x. Therefore, f µ (x) ∈ ∂v µ (x) for all x ∈ R n . The continuity of f µ implies that v µ (x) is differentiable and ∇v µ = f µ .
If the gradient of a convex function is quasisymmetric, then it is δ-monotone by Lemma 18 in [14] . This together with Remarks 2.3 and 4.3 indicate that condition (2.1) is close to being best possible for the quasiconformality of f µ in Theorem 2.1.
Singular isotropic doubling measures
It is well-known that doubling measures on R n can be supported on sets of arbitrarily small positive Hausdorff measure ( [3] and [22, p. 40] ). This is not true for isotropic doubling measures in dimensions n ≥ 2 by Lemma 3.1 (ii). In this section we prove Theorem 1.6, which shows that isotropic doubling measures can be singular with respect to L n . We will use the following notation: #A is the cardinality of a finite set A, a ∨ b = max{a, b}, a ∧ b = min{a, b}.
Proof of Theorem 1.6 Let us introduce a sequence of vectors w k := 4 nk 2 (4 k , 4 2k , 4 3k , . . . , 4 nk ) ∈ R n , k = 1, 2, . . . .
and
We shall obtain a singular isotropic doubling measure µ as the weak * limit of a subsequence of { m (x)dL n (x) : m ≥ 1}. The proof involves several steps.
Step 1 Existence of µ. For each m the weight m is 2π-periodic in all variables. Let Q = [−π, π] n . Clearly Q 1 (x) dL n (x) = (2π) n . For m ≥ 2 we obtain Q ( m − m−1 )dL n = 0 by integrating in x n over the interval [−π, π] and using the orthogonality of the trigonometric family. Therefore, Q m dL n = (2π) n for all m ≥ 1. Choose a subsequence of m (x) dL n (x) converging in the weak * sense to a (2π)-periodic measure µ with µ(Q) = (2π) n .
Step 2 Lipschitz estimates. Since the Euclidean norm of w k satisfies 4 n(k 2 +k) ≤ |w k | ≤ 2 · 4 n(k 2 +k) , (5.1) λ k is a Lipschitz function with the constant L k := 4 n(k 2 +k) . Therefore, for any x, x ∈ R n we have
Step 3 Singularity of µ. Given x ∈ R n and r > 0, let Q(x, r) denote the cube {y ∈ R n : ∀i |x i − y i | ≤ r}. To prove that µ is purely singular, it suffices to show that lim inf r→0 r −n µ(Q(x, r)) = 0 for a.e. x ∈ R n . For every y ∈ Q(x, r m ) we have
Therefore, sup{ m (y) : y ∈ Q(x, r m )} → 0 as m → ∞. This proves (5.5) . It remains to prove that m satisfies (1.6) with a constant independent of m. Consider a segment L given by the parametric equations x = x 0 + tv, 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, of length r = v > 0. Set K = max{k ≥ 1: 4 nk 2 ≤ 1/r} or K = 0 if no such k exists. Our goal is to show that Step 4 Low-frequency terms. If K ≥ 2, then the terms λ k with 1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 are essentially constant on L. Indeed, (5.1) implies
This implies that for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and all 1 ≤ k ≤ K − 1 we have
Taking a product over k = 1, . . . , K − 1 yields
and The estimate (5.9) proves (5.6) in the case m ≤ K + 1.
Step 5 High-frequency terms. For the rest of the proof we assume m ≥ K + 2. Let v * = (|v 1 |, |v 2 |, . . . , |v n |) be the vector whose components are the absolute values of the components of v. Introduce two sets of integers depending on v:
For every k ∈ G the restriction of λ k to L is rapidly oscillating, because
Furthermore, if k ∈ G and k > l ≥ 1, then the restriction of λ k to L has period at least 4 nk times smaller than the period of the restriction of λ l :
We have chosen the vectors w k so that #B is bounded by a constant depending only on n, by Lemma 5.2 below. Hence 
where the exterior sum is taken over all 2 #A choices of the ± signs. Using (5.11), we find that for any choice of the signs
where max A is the maximal element of A. Therefore, 1 0 k∈A
where the last inequality follows from (5.10). For any l ∈ G there exist at most 2 l−K−2 nonempty subsets A ⊆ G such that max A = l. Thus we can estimate the righthand side of (5.13) as follows.
while on the other hand
Thus k = B(q, ε), which proves (5.17) . It remains to estimate the cardinality of the sets A ij , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n. We may assume that v j = 0, for otherwise A ij is empty. Since
which after summation yields (5.16).
Question 5.3
Is it true that every isotropic doubling measure on R n is absolutely continuous with respect to the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure for all s < n?
gives an affirmative answer to Question 5.3 in the case s ≤ n − 1.
Bi-Lipschitz transformations
A mapping f : R n → R n is called bi-Lipschitz if there exists L ≥ 1 such that
for all x, y ∈ R n . It is easy to see that the doubling condition is invariant under bi-Lipschitz mappings. In contrast, Theorem 1.7 asserts that the isotropic doubling condition is not bi-Lipschitz invariant in dimensions n ≥ 2. Its proof is preceded by a definition and a lemma. Definition 6.1 An unbounded Jordan curve ⊂ R 2 is a chord-arc curve if there is a constant C such that for any two points a, b ∈ the part of bounded by a and b has length at most C|a − b|.
Given a set A ⊂ R n and ε > 0, we define N ε A = {x ∈ R n : dist (x, A) ≤ ε}. Lemma 6.2 Suppose that µ is a Radon measure on R n , n ≥ 2 such that for every bi-Lipschitz mapping f : R n → R n the pushforward measure f # µ is isotropic doubling. Then for any chord-arc curve : R → R 2 ⊂ R n and any bounded subarc ⊂ we have 0 < lim inf Proof There exists a bi-Lipschitz mapping g : R 2 → R 2 that transforms into the real axis, see [23, p. 89] or [13, Proposition 1.13 ]. Let f : R n → R n be the bi-Lipschitz extension of g that acts trivially on the remaining (n − 2) coordinates. Let L be a bi-Lipschitz constant of f . Note that
and f ( ) is a line segment. Lemma 3.1 (ii) implies that for any line segment I the quantity ε 1−n µ(N ε I) remains bounded away from 0 and ∞ as ε → 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.7 We use the notation of Theorem 1.6. Define a sequence of nonnegative functions on R as follows: h 0 (t) = −t for all t ∈ R, h k (t) = min{s ≥ h k−1 (t) : λ k (t, s, 0, . . . , 0) = 3/2} for k ≥ 1. (6.2)
Note that λ k (t, s, 0, . . . , 0) = 3/2 precisely when cos(4 nk 2 +k (t + 4 k s)) = 1. Therefore, h k is a decreasing piecewise affine function such that h k (t) = −4 −k at the points where h k is continuous. Also,
Therefore, the limit h = lim k→∞ h k is a decreasing function on R. Using (6.3) and the Lipschitz property of λ k , we find that for any 1 ≤ k < l we have λ k (t, h l (t), 0, . . . , 0) ≥ λ k (t, h k (t), 0, . . . , 0) − 4 nk 2 +2k (h l (t) − h k (t))
Therefore, k (t, h(t), 0, . . . , 0) → ∞ as k → ∞ uniformly in t ∈ R. Let be the curve obtained from the graph of h by filling the gaps at the points of discontinuity with vertical segments. Since h is a decreasing function, is a chord-arc curve. Let by virtue of (5.6). For segments L at distance less than ε from the graph of h, the righthand side of (6.6) is large by the Lipschitz estimate (5.4) applied to K−1 . Letting K → ∞ we obtain (6.5).
